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1. Description of point of delivery/receipt OTTO 

The Québec grid is connected to that of Ontario by line H4Z, operated at 120 kV, which links 
Kipawa substation, belonging to Hydro-Québec TransÉnergie (the Transmission Provider), and 
Otto Holden substation, owned by Hydro One (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Point of delivery/receipt OTTO 
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1.1. Configuration of point of delivery/receipt OTTO 

Energy flows at point of delivery/receipt OTTO are normally from Ontario to Québec. To achieve 
this, a portion of the Québec system comprised of load-serving substations and generating 
stations, the Kipawa island, is isolated from the Québec grid and synchronized to the Ontario 
grid. The amount of energy transferred from Ontario to Québec is controlled by generation 
management of the Kipawa island, or by shutting down or starting up generating units to 
continuously balance generation and load. Thus, when the amount of energy produced by island 
generating stations equals the island's load, no energy is transferred. To ensure reliability of the 
Québec system when connected to the Ontario grid, a minimum number of Kipawa island 
generators must be connected to Rapides-des-Îles substation. 

2. Transfer capability 

2.1. Total transfer capability 

The total transfer capability (TTC) of point of receipt OTTO is 85 MW. 

TTC of point of delivery OTTO is presently 0 MW since it is impossible in the Kipawa island to 
keep generation above peak load while also maintaining voltage within prescribed limits. 

2.1.1. Capacity under normal conditions (all facilities available) 

With all transmission system facilities in service, TTC of point of receipt OTTO is set by the 
maximum transfer capability of the interconnection: 85 MW. 

2.1.2. Capacity under degraded conditions (one or more equipment outages) 

In the event of a circuit 1332 or 1333 outage, TTC matches the island load, which is then 
considered to be in an emergency situation. Should a line H4Z outage occur, TTC is nil. 

2.2. Transmission reliability margin 

The transmission reliability margin (TRM) quantifies the Transmission Provider's uncertainty 
regarding the possibility of offering the anticipated transfer capability. The TRM of point of 
delivery/receipt OTTO is nil over all horizons. 

2.3. Neighboring system constraints 

Transfer capabilities posted by the Transmission Provider do not account for anticipated 
operating conditions on the neighboring system. 

3. Commercial aspects 

All firm capacity at point of receipt OTTO is reserved to ensure the reliable supply of local loads 
should a circuit 1332 or 1333 outage occur. 


